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I would have opened with greeting fellow photographers,
but after watching that excellent prestation by Cole Thompson at our November
17th meeting, I am going to amend that to greeting to fellow artists. I’m
paraphrasing here, but Cole said he used to think of himself as a photographer,
but now considers himself an artist that uses photography as his medium. The
Merriam Webster dictionary defines a photographer as “one who practices
photography especially one who makes a business of taking photographs” and an
artist as “a person who creates art (such as painting, sculpture, music, or writing)
using conscious skill and creative imagination” Now we can see the difference.
As artists we don’t take pictures to document a subject, we take pictures to
express the emotion of a subject. We don’t take a picture we make a picture. As
Tony Copetta reminds us, “When you see a great painting, you don’t say that’s a
great painting what brushes did he use?”
Some inspirational quotes are in order:
“Photography is more than a medium for factual communication of ideas. It is a
creative art.” – Ansel Adams
Beauty can be seen in all things, seeing and composing the beauty is what
separates the snapshot from the photograph.” – Matt Hardy
Continued…..
From the FCC President:

www.flushingcameraclub.org
All rights reserved.

We are a 501C3 Organization
Sponsor PSA youth showcase.

Meetings: 7:00 pm, 1st, 3rd, 5th
Wednesdays USUALLY AT
Flushing Hospital, conference room
on 5th Fl., 45 Ave & Burling St.,
Flushing. Park on street or in lot
across the street on Burling St..
FREE but Parking ticket must be
validated at the Camera Club.

Call to confirm.
ALL MEETINGS CURRENTLY
VIA ZOOM.

1st—Competition - Judge: TBA
15th–Program: Adventure Photography
(Behind The Scenes) Scott Dere
29th -NO MEETING

Dues: $40.00 for individuals

5th—Competition - Judge: TBA
19th–Program: PS Layers, Selections And

$60.00 per family;$20.00 for students

Masking By Alan Agdern

up to 23 yrs.old.

The Flushing Camera Club (FCC) does not endorse the content on any third-party website. FCC is not responsible for the content or result of any dealings with thirdparties. Your use of third-parties or their websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites.
Copyright © 2021-22 Flushing Camera Club, All Rights Reserved. Any unauthorized use of images contained in this newsletter is strictly prohibited.
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Continued president’s message:

“Don’t shoot what it looks like. Shoot what it feels like.” – David Alan Harvey
“It’s one thing to make a picture of what a person looks like, it’s another thing to make a portrait of who
they are.” – Jon Paul Caponigro
“Photograph not only what you see but also what you feel.” – Ansel Adams xx I’m glad as a club we
present, not only the science of photography but the art of photography. I’m glad that our members
respond so enthusiastically to both aspects of photography.
So to all you fellow artists, seasons greetings, and all the best for the new year!
Joe Macaluso
From the Editor’s Desk: I hope everyone had a good Thanksgiving and wish you all a Happy
Hanukkah and a very Merry Christmas and Happy New Year. Wow, all those holidays in such
a short time. Sometimes this can be a little too much. Our club is till zooming and the
chance for outdoor meeting seems to dwindle with the temperatures dropping. I am still
hopeful that a few hardy souls will be able to meet and perhaps do some photography and
chat as the season changes. Let’s think positive.
IN THIS ISSUE: We have an extensive article on capturing Christmas Lights which starts on
this page and continues further on. Page 3 has another Tim Grey article. Page 4 has our
November Standings. And on Page 5 are the Images of the Month. And we end as usual with
another Russ Burden Tip on Page 6.
May the peace and joy of this season be with you and your families throughout the year.
“photoJoe” Crupi

How To Capture Brilliant Christmas Light Photography

By Rach DePaoli

www.befunky.com/
Christmas light traditions go back to before electricity was invented. Before electricity, households would light
candles in windows and hang lit candles on their Christmas trees (talk about safety!). And guess who invented the
first Christmas light display? None other than Thomas Edison. He and his apprentice are to thank for the little
bulbs we use today. Ten years after their invention, they started being mass produced and the rest is literally
history.
Christmas lights are now extravagant pieces of decoration both inside and outside of the
home. People go all-out decorating their houses as well as decorating their holiday trees.
Even though we don’t have anything new to invent here, our innovation comes from how we
set up our displays.

Like they say, if there is no photographic evidence, it didn’t happen. Whether you’re
trying to capture the spirit of the season or you want to show off your own holiday
display, here is how to properly photograph Christmas Lights:
Camera Settings For Christmas Light Photography
Because most of your Christmas light photos will be in darker light scenarios, you’ll
need to know the right camera settings to make those festive decorations pop.
Continued Pg 4
Reminder: Assigned subject for the May 2022 competition. A little change
this season.
Only the May competition will have assigned subjects.
There will be two assigned subjects. You can use either or both in that competition. You
can enter images all of one subject or you can mix and match the two have some of
each subject in the May competition.
The subjects are: A Story in a Picture and Food as Art.
All images entered in May must fit either of those criteria .
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May all
you
wishes
come
true.

Is it OK to erase individual images from a card via the computer?
It is perfectly safe to delete photos from a memory card, either on your
camera or using your computer. However, I don't generally recommend
this approach because it involves deleting photos without having made a
backup copy of the photos first.
First and foremost, I don't recommend deleting photos directly from a
media card because doing so often involves deleting photos without
having made a backup copy. If you later decide you wish you hadn't deleted a
given image, it would likely be too late to recover it (though there are still
possible options for recovery). In other words, I don't recommend deleting photos from media
cards for pragmatic reasons, not because there is an inherent risk in doing so.
Whenever this subject comes up, I can count on hearing from photographers who insist that it is
very dangerous to delete photos directly from a memory card, and that doing so will somehow
scramble all the other photos on the card or cause other damage.
I've heard a lot of interesting explanations for why it is risky to erase photos from a memory card.
All of those explanations have either relied upon anecdotal experiences that don't prove a causal
relationship between the deletion of photos or outdated information.
For example, a related piece recommendation suggests that media cards should never be
formatted on the computer, but rather only in the camera that the memory card will be used in. As
long as the format used on the computer, such as FAT32, is supported by the camera, there is no
problem formatting on the computer.

The bottom line is that today's cameras are well-designed and capable of managing data on a media card. There
is no inherent risk in deleting photos directly from a media card, even though I don't generally recommend the
practice.
Sent by tim@timgrey.com

FCC wishes a most happy and healthy Birthday to all our members
born in December.
Richard DeStefano, Bob Green. Bernard Huang, Joe Macaluso and
Tom Mrwik.
Hoping you have the best Birthday ever.
If we do not have the month of your birth email it to Joecxlt@aol.com
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Dick Hunt
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Bill McLernon
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Frederick Mark
Joe Macaluso
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6
6
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3
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9
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6
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Salon Group
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Andrew Silver

6
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3
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3

7
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3
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Creative
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3
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3
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3
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3
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2
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3
3
3
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1

How To Capture Brilliant Christmas Light Photography continued from Pg 2
ISO When shooting in low light, you’ll need to adjust your camera settings to compensate for the lack of light. Keep your ISO
as low as you can, around 400 or so. The higher your ISO the grainier your photos become.
Aperture Like the ISO, you’ll want your aperture low, somewhere between f/2.8 and f/8 depending on the light scenario.
Increasing your aperture number will decrease the amount of light that will come into your photo, but more of the photo will be
in focus for those low light shots. It is important to adjust your shutter speed to allow more light into your photo once your
aperture and ISO are adjusted - we’ll get to that next.
Shutter Speed After your ISO and Aperture are set, all you have to do is change the shutter speed. The slower your shutter
speed, the longer the exposure time and the less grainy your photo will become. The thing with using a slow shutter speed is
that the camera’s ability to capture will be very sensitive to movement, so a tripod is essential. Try starting with your shutter
speed between ⅛ of a second and ⅖ of a second and see what works best for your light scenario.
If you're on your mobile phone camera, you won't be able to adjust these settings individually. However, mobile cameras are
perfectly capable of capturing Christmas lights at their finest.
Photograph At Twilight Or Dusk . Christmas lights are vibrant at night, but if the sky is pitch black, they’ll end up looking like
they’re floating in an abyss. Timing your shot just right is a key to success, and you’ll get a lot more photographic texture if you
try capturing at twilight or dusk. That way, you’ll be able to see the shape of a house they’re on and more of the surrounding
elements. Ten minutes after the sun goes down is a magical time. It's called Blue Hour, when the whole sky will turn a cool
shade of blue on a clear day. During this time, you'll be able to capture the vibrance of holiday lights and their environment,
but be quick - Blue Hour only lasts about ten minutes, after which the sky starts getting dark.
Continued page 6
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Salon Group
“Seashells”
Ann Hickey

B&W “Portrait” Bob Green

A Group

“Driftwood” Joe Macaluso

Creative

“Autumn Leaves” Ann Hickey
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Change Your Angle
There are many factors that contribute to the success of an image. If
you’ve been reading my Tip of the Week for a long time, you know about
my passion to capture subjects in great light. If you’ve been with me on
any of my photo tours, you’ve heard me say, “It’s all about the light” OR
“I’d rather photograph a mundane subject in great light than a great
subject in mundane light.” But light isn’t the only factor that can make
or break an image. Numerous times I’ve mentioned the importance of
composition, subject choice, mergers, distractions, etc. High on this list
is also the important aspect of how the background impacts an image.

Busy backgrounds, ones that are too dark or too light, those that
confuse the subject, ones that have poor color, etc., negatively
effect the success of a photograph. Depending on the size of the
subject, the light, and how far away the subject resides from a
background all determine whether it can be controlled.
Darkening a bright one, throwing it out of focus with the creative
use of a long lens and narrow depth of field, and placing
something behind the subject that complements it, are ways to
make the background harmonize with the subject. Another great
way to control it, and the focus of this article, is to simply lower
your angle to try to get rid of any distractions.
This is something not many photographers do. The other way it helps is when you shoot from a low angle, whatever is
directly behind the subject when shooting down onto it is no longer in the image. More often than not, background
elements are farther away from the subject when shot from a low angle which results in a background that is out of
focus, hence less distracting.
In the two images that accompany this week’s Tip, the first is taken from a full upright position shooting down onto the
subject. The result is a background that falls in the line of sight of the photographer and merges with the subject. In the first
shot of the wood duck, the “looking down” aspect created a background that was busy and doesn’t allow separation
between the bird and the grass. In the comparison shot, I got really low and laid down on the grass to make the second
image. The differences are obvious and the second image is far superior.
To learn more about this subject, join me on a photo safari to Tanzania. Visit www.russburdenphotography.com to get more
information.

How To Capture Brilliant Christmas Light Photography continued from Pg 4
Embrace Bokeh Bokeh, soft focus effect (those wonderful little balls of light), giving your photo an artistic flare. You can use
a macro lens and zero in on a subject to keep it sharp while blurring the background into beautiful bokeh or you can blur the
entire image into a bokeh . Either way, you’ll end up with a beautiful shot.
To ensure that your image stays crisp and clear with the ideal camera settings, bust out the tripod. You can go the extra mile
by using a remote or timer while the camera is on a tripod to make sure you won’t have an ounce of residual movement after
you click the trigger.
Don’t Ever Use Flash I know, it’s tempting. But using the flash will counteract the colors of the lights and create a lot of image
noise. Keep the flash off. Don’t even think about it.
To see the wonderful images that accompanied this article and to get Editing tips at BeFunky’s Photo Editor!
Go to www.befunky.com/

Stay Focused!

